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W

elcome to the
Upstate Research Rocketry
Festival!
This issue of the Potter
Rocketeer contains all
the useful information
you need to have a

A few things to keep in
mind: we have two
banks of launch equipment, ranging from lowpower pads to highpower 1515 rails, with
Unistrut-equipped hydraulic towers set out
“away”.

Just as important—stay
hydrated. Drink plenty of
water, and do so regularly.

There are a total of 64
pads, so no one should
have to wait long. We
will load right while flying
left, and vice-versa. We
keep things moving.

Depending on weather, our
waiver altitude and call-ins
may change. Many times
the FAA allows the 18,000
foot maximum all day.

This event is three days
of rocket fun in the sun.
Please take precautions
to protect yourself. A
wide brimmed hat and

URRF6 Rules / Guidelines

Most importantly—have
fun!

Waiver Info

Weather permitting, this
will be in full effect for all
three days of URRF.
Any special conditions
will be announced at
the daily 8:45 AM Flyers
Meeting. Please
join us.

•

Driving while on the entire property of the site is 5 MPH and is strictly
enforced. Please respect the farmer—violators may be asked to leave.
We love our field and want to keep it.

•

Tread lightly and respect planted crops. We are guests among the
farmer’s livelihood. Please pick up your rocket parts and harnesses and
carry them out of the crops, DO NOT drag these parts through the crops,
do not cause damage to the crops.

•

If you hear a Heads up and/or an Air Horn Blast get your eyes on the
sky for falling debris.

•

Please read the Recovery Information on page 9. Greg Elling is our Recovery Director. It is very important that we respect our farmer’s neighbors. Greg will coordinate a neighbor-friendly recovery outside Area A on
the enclosed map.

•

We are a TRA and NRA Club. Your active membership provides the required insurance. Please have a current membership card available during
registration; remember TRA and NAR safety rules apply.

•

All Rockets must be inspected by the Range Safety Officer (RSO) prior to
each flight. BFR’s by the Roving L3 RSO.

•

When you need the Roving L3 RSO to come inspect your BFR, visit the RSO
tent. They will radio the Roving L3 RSO to meet you at
(Continued on Page 2)
your location.
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•

Please fill out your flight card prior to arriving at the RSO Table.

•

All electronic recovery devices must be safed, shunted or powered off when the rocket is
brought to the RSO.

•

All motors of impulse class F and above must have their igniters installed at the pad. For
igniters built into the motor or clusters, please ask for assistance. A designated area within the range can be made available.

•

Do not enter the range to load or recover a rocket until the LCO announces the range is
open or cold.

•

No one under the age of 18 is allowed to participate in any loading or prepping of rockets
at the high power pads or the away cells.

•

Lost and found rockets and/or information of such should be reported to the LCO & RSO
tent.

•

Overnight camping is not permitted. Night security personnel stay overs are by prior approval.

•

Please don’t litter. Please use the provided garbage cans on the field to properly dispose
of your trash.

•

Drive only on the roads. Under no circumstances should you drive onto the fields.

Daily Schedule
8:45 AM: Daily Flyers Meeting. Great info, please plan to attend.
9:00 AM: Range open for business
10:00AM: Daily raffles begin
5:00 PM: Range closes

Food Vendor
This year’s food vendor is The BBQ Shack from nearby Penn Yan. They will be on the field
throughout the day, each day.
They will have donuts in the morning, and offer pulled pork, beef brisket, ribs and chicken for
lunchtime.
Come hungry and let them do the cooking.

Raffles
We will be having daily raffles for Rockets, Recovery and Gift Cards from and for the vendors
on site. You can purchase raffle tickets on the field at the registration tent.
Tickets for prizes will be drawn daily at 10 AM, 11 AM, Noon, 1 PM & 2 PM at the registration
tent. Winners will be announced by LCO, and must be present to win. See Page 11 for prize
information.

URRF Radio
Spin that dial to URRF Radio FM. LCO announcements and music will be broadcast so you
won’t miss anything while in your car chasing rockets. This is a low-power broadcast, so it
will not carry far off of the farm. The frequency will be posted on site at the LCO table.
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Frequency Etiquette
Check the Frequency Board at the RSO tent once your rocket is prepped and ready.
If your desired frequency is listed on the board and in use, you have the choice of either waiting
until it's free, or changing to another frequency. Please list your name and frequency on the
board.
Once you record your name and the frequency on the board that you are using, try to return to
the RSO tent within 15 minutes to get safety checked and moving along with your planned flight.
We want to avoid tying up frequencies any longer than necessary.
Upon recovery of your equipment, please return to the RSO tent ASAP to remove your name
from the frequency board, so that others can enjoy a successful recovery as well.
Remember to turn off your tracker ASAP to avoid conflicting with others wishing to use the same
frequency.
The list of available and used frequencies will be at the RSO tent.

Medical Emergency Information
—-Call 911—Alert URRF6 Committee member staff at registration or the LCO table.
Address of the field:

Torrey Farms of Potter
4270 State Route 364
Penn Yan, NY 14527

Closest Hospital:

Soldiers Memorial Hospital
418 North Main Street
Penn Yan NY, 14527

Closest Pharmacy:

Walgreens Pharmacies
225 Liberty Street
Penn Yan, NY 14527

Range Duty
A launch event such as URRF needs a host of volunteers in order to keep things running smoothly. Typical shifts are for 2 hours, and each job is important.
Prior volunteer sign up on the URRF site is preferred. However, once at the event, you can still
volunteer at Registration to help fill needed work positions.
No job is hard, though some require specific certification level. Asking a committee member
for help or advice is encouraged. See Page 4 for a list of range duties and description.
Each 2 hour work shift will be rewarded with a $5 voucher coupon that can be redeemed at any
of the rocketry vendors on site. These coupons are only valid during URRF.
Please consider volunteering for a shift or two. That allows everyone—event staff included—to
get a chance to fly. Check the range duty board at the flight line daily to see what jobs are unfilled. Please ask, and we will gladly put your name in for one.
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Range Duty Descriptions
Launch Director: The LD has responsibility for the ENTIRE launch. The LD is to ensure that
the requirements defined in the Safety Code for running a Sanctioned Launch are met. The LD
is responsible for filling all personnel positions necessary to conduct a safe launch. Must be L2.
Range Safety Officer: The RSO is responsible for assuring that the Tripoli Safety Codes and
RSO procedures are not violated during operations and to ensure that acceptable risks are understood, and are within reasonable limits. A Flight Safety Review will be performed by the RSO
or delegate prior to any launch to assess the quantitative and qualitative aspects of the proposed vehicle flight. If a flight is deemed unsafe, the RSO has authority to stop preparations,
hold a launch, or terminate a launch. A flight deemed unsafe must not be launched under any
circumstances. Must be L2.
Launch Control Officer: The LCO maintains pace, does all the announcing, and with the help
of assistants, makes sure the sky and the range are clear of planes and people and Falling Debris before ordering the launch of a rocket.
LCO Assistant/Spotter: The assistant organizes flight cards, pushes the launch button, and
generally helps the LCO keep the launch flowing smoothly, and watches rockets in flight for any
safety concerns
Flight Safety Officer: Responsible for safety checking rockets. A handy check list on the
back of the flight card simplifies this job. In general this position evaluates rockets for a high
likelihood of a successful and safe flight. FSO must be L2.
FSO Assistant: The Flight Safety Assistant inspects “LP” rockets and assists with the larger
rockets.
BFR Coordinator: Responsible for BFR/L3 range operations. Helps Roving RSO's safety check
BFRs and assigns BFR pads as needed. Coordinates BRF range operations with LCO, RSO and
Roving RSO's and LD to make sure call-in waivers are active for launches over 15,000 ft. Must
be L3.
BFR Roving RSO: Assists the BRF Coordinator with BFR range operations. Safety checks BFRs
and assigns BFR pads. Calls for BFR transportation as necessary, and assists with BFR pad loading and operation.
BFR Transportation: Picks up and helps BFR fliers transport their rockets to the Away Pads,
using either their own pickup truck, one provided, or the provided 4 wheeler and rocket strap
trailer. Also assist with the BFR pad loading and operation.
Range Boss: The Range Boss assigns pads to L1/L2 fliers who have been through safety
check. The Range Boss opens and closes the L1/L2 ranges and works with the LCO to keep the
flow of rockets to the pads going and the range operating efficiently.
High Power Pad Manager 1&2: Works as a team to assist loading large rockets on the L1/L2
HPR pads, maintain proper launch rail angles and make sure used igniter’s are properly disposed of.
Low Power Pad Manager: Must be a Tripoli Member! The LPR pad manager position assists
with installing low power rockets on the pads (many times helping children), keeps the range
clean by making sure used igniters end up in the trash buckets.
Road Monitor/Parking Personnel: Road Monitor/parking personnel make sure that those
attending park in the proper areas and keeps cars from parking in areas that must be kept clear
for vendors, traffic, etc., and reminds drivers of the 5 mph speed limit on farm roads.
HPR pad manager training is important, so their 2 hour shifts starts will be staggered by 1 hour
to insure the new HPR pad manager is mentored during their first duty hour so they can mentor
their replacement during their second duty hour.
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Featured Flights

The Potter Rocketeer

(at time of printing)

Flyer:
Bob Anderson
Rocket:
AGM Pike—Modified Madcow kit
Motor:
CTI M1650
Details:
5.5” diameter, 104” tall, 49 lbs., Dual Missile Works RRC3s, Kate GPS tracking
Expected Altitude:
7,248’
Flyer:
Rick Comshaw
Rocket:
Jumbo Darkstar—Wildman kit
Motor:
O9700
Details:
8” diameter, 162” tall, 115 lbs., Perfectflight, Raven GPS, trackers, camera?
Expected Altitude:
16,000’
Flyer:
David Ratliff
Rocket:
Naval Patriot
Motor:
Complex—K1103X, 2x J575FJ, 2x J340M
Details:
7.67” diameter, 114” tall, Missile Works altimeters & timer, Eggtimer GPS
Expected Altitude:
3,800’
Flyer:
David Ratliff
Rocket:
Gizmo XL
Motor:
M1780MT
Details:
8” diameter, 93” tall, 110lbs., Stratologger altimeters. Eggfinder GPS
Expected Altitude:
4,140’
Flyer:
Eric Montbirand
Rocket:
Intimidator 5
Motor:
N1800
Details:
5.1” diameter, 120” tall, 50 lbs., RRC2+ & RRC3 altimeters, BRB tracker
Expected Altitude:
16,000’
Flyer:
Jerry Briggs
Rocket:
El Macho
Motor:
N2000
Details:
8” diameter, 157.2” tall, 93 lbs., Stratologger CF altimeter, Eggfinder
Expected Altitude:
14,500’

Flyer:
Les Bradshaw
Rocket:
Tekcub 3L
Motor:
M2500
Details:
Raven 2 + RRc2 mini, camera, Eggfinder GPS
Expected Altitude:
9,300’
Flyer:
Austin Heisey
Rocket:
Cosmos
Motor:
M1101
Details:
5” diameter, 72” tall, 40 lbs., Eggtimer Quantum & GPS, Featherweight Raven
Expected Altitude:
5,000’
Flyer:
Peter Allen
Rocket:
Competitor 4
Motor:
CTI M1101
Details:
4” diameter, 92” tall, SL100, HA45K, Mobius camera, Featherweight GPS
Expected Altitude:
12,000’
(Continued on Page 10)
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URRF6 Field &
Parking Map
Pads are split into left & right banks.



Both banks have low, medium & high power
pads.



Pads are set up at safe distances, per the impulse level they are intended for.



Left bank flies while right bank loads, and vice
versa. LCO will announce sides as hot and cold.



Please follow pad assignments of the Range
Boss.



Registration & range safety officer (RSO) are
centrally located behind the flight line.



BFR Roving RSO is located second spot from
center on the left side, front row.



Vendors are all located on the central isle behind
the RSO & registration tents.



Flyer parking is to the left and right of vendors
on both rows. 15’x45’ spaces are marked out for
convenience.



Food vendor is at the rear of the left—center isle



Porta-potties are located on both sides near the
rear, ahead of the entry road.



Fire department is located at the tree line on the
far end.



Please stay on the entry road at the edge of the
field—do not drive across the field itself. Nonofficial vehicles are not allowed on the fields.



Please respect the 5MPH speed limit from the
time you leave the paved road until the time you
arrive at your parking space.



People observed speeding may be asked to
leave.
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URRF6 Onsite Vendors
The best harnesses under the sun and Loki motors.
Teddy’s got you covered on the way up and down!

Marsa Systems – State of
the art rocket electronics

Beautifully engineered
kits made from canvas
phenolic. Fly Canvas!

Newly reopened, FlisKits offers
unique designs that are sure to
impress and challenge builders!

A full line of fiberglass kits and a trailer full of Aerotech and CTI motors!!!
Order in advance and save on ship-

Ken carries a huge
variety of motors
and kits! Check out
his site!
Donuts in the morning and awesome
BBQ for lunch. Feed your hunger at
The BBQ Shack from Penn Yan!
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URRF6 Recovery Map

Irrigation
Ditch
Parking
Area

Farm
Road

Launch
Range
Entrance
Road



Every rocket that leaves the Torrey property (“A” on the map above) when landing MUST be reported to the Recovery Director by the owner of the rocket.



Recovery Director is responsible for contacting and obtaining permission to recover any rocket that
lands outside the boundaries of the Torrey Farm.



The owner of any lost rocket is responsible for recovering it with the least amount of damage to any
crop, tree or vegetation. NO CUTTING of any trees is allowed without expressed, explicit permission
of the land owner or Recovery Director.



Offering a reward for the return of a lost rocket is recommended.



Drive on the roads only. Under no circumstances should personal vehicles be on the field.
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Featured Flights
Flyer:
Curtis Heisey
Rocket:
Flying Brick
Motor:
M2150
Details:
7.5” diameter, 96” tall, 50 lbs., Eggtimer Proton, Marsa 33
Expected Altitude:
5,000’
Flyer:
Matthew Wheeler
Rocket:
Little Bird
Motor:
CTI
Details:
3” diameter, 90” tall, 10 lbs., Marsa33, Eggtimer GPS, Stratologger CF
Expected Altitude:
Yes!
Flyer:
Mike Dutch
Rocket:
XXtreme Blue
Motor:
Most Probably
Details:
6” diameter, 144” tall, Marsa 4, Comspec tracker
Expected Altitude:
Upward
Flyer:
Mike Crupe
Rocket:
X-15
Motor:
CTI L640
Details:
6” diameter, 84” tall, Dual RRC3 altimeters, Garmin GPS
Expected Altitude:
5,000’
Flyer:
Steve Spencer
Rocket:
Wolverine
Motor:
AT J350W
Details:
3” diameter, 55” tall, RRC2 & VR camera
Expected Altitude:
4,300’
Flyer:
Jerry Briggs
Rocket:
Dragon Breath
Motor:
L1250
Details:
?
Expected Altitude:
Straight UP!

Alphabet Race, Sponsored by FlisKits
Although we all love to see the big rockets fly, there are a number of people that invest a lot of time and
money in the smaller low power rockets and /or are not level certified, including kids. Most every launch
has drag races, odd roc, altitude, etc. contests for the high power boys and girls, but the low power people
are often overlooked.
Rules
Simple, a single flyer is required to fly a series of motors in alphabetical order A—G.
TRA rules apply, including inspection and launch rod angle. The flyer must successfully launch the rocket,
retrieve it, and bring it back to the alphabet registration table with the spent motor still inside and get
their card stamped. The first one to successfully fly A—G wins.
No more than 1 flight can be finless / tumble recovery, i.e. Stealth, Spool, or Pyramid. The same flyer
must bring his or her rocket back every time. The contest starts after the flyers meeting on Saturday
morning and finishes? No more than 1 type of motor allowed per flight.
We will need a minimum of 6 preregistered flyers to participate. There is no maximum number of participants.
(Continued on Page 12)
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Raffle Prizes
Raffles will be held regularly throughout the weekend. Prizes are donated by on
-site vendors. Tickets are available at registration; you can drop your tickets in
your choice of bin for the various prizes. Listen for announcements throughout
the day to find out if you’ve won!
Vendor:

MAC Performance

Prize:

4” Menace 442 kit

54mm Zodiac kit
Vendor:

One Bad Hawk

Prize:

3/16”, 20’ Kevlar harness
11/32”, 25’ Kevlar harness

Vendor:

Performance Hobbies

Prize:

3” LOC Army Hawk kit
4” LOC IV kit
4” LOC IRIS kit
4” LOC Black Brant X kit

Vendor:

Wildman Hobbies

Prize:

It’s Ultimate - you won’t be
disappointed!

Vendor:

Marsa Systems

Prize:

MARSA 33LHD & Screen

Vendor:

Rocketarium

Prize:

AA-10 Alamo kit
AMRAAM 120A kit
Kilter ARM kit
Trident T172-18 kit

Vendor:

Fliskits

Prize:

Acme Spitfire kit
Frick-n-Frack kit
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Alphabet Race,
UPSTATE RESEARCH
ROCKETRY GROUP
Launch Site:
Torrey Farms of Potter
4272 State Rt. 364
Penn Yan, NY
14527
NAR Section: #765
Tripoli Prefecture: #139
E-MAIL:
urrgbod@gmail.com
President:
Mike Dutch
Vice President:
Jerry Briggs
Treasurer:
Larry Weibert
Secretary:
Rick Barnes
Webmaster:
Steve Spencer
Newsletter Editor:
Rick Barnes
Senior Tech Advisor:
Bob Krech
Vendor Contact:
Mike Crupe

We’re on the Web!
See us at:
www.urrg.us
www.facebook.com/groups/
urrgny
PotterRocketeer@gmail.com
Copyright © 2019 Upstate
Research Rocketry Group

Con’t

Prizes
1st Place: $150 plus trophy (and
bragging rights)
2nd Place: $75
FAQ
Who can participate? There are no
age restrictions, any URRF registered
flyer can participate.
Is there an entry fee? No
Can I fly the same rocket for multiple launches? Yes, as long as it has
fins and an active recovery system. Only one flight can be a finless
rocket.
Can I use a different rocket for
every launch? Yes
What is a successful flight? The
motor must ignite and the rocket leave
the pad at a safe velocity as determined by TRA. The active recovery
device must deploy.
What happens if I lose my rocket?
It happens, keep trying. You are not
penalized for a lost rocket, other than
lost time looking for it. For example, if
you don't find your D powered rocket,
you will need to re fly D and move on
from there.

About URRG
The Upstate Research Rocketry
Group, Inc (URRG) is located in
Western New York. We are a
NYS incorporated non-profit 501C3 focusing on educational and
research aspects of amateur
rocketry.
We are dedicated to promoting
model and high power rocketry,
and are registered as prefecture
#139 with the Tripoli Rocketry
Association and NAR Section
#765.
URRG has the privilege of flying
at Torrey Farms of Potter, NY,
one of the finest fields in the
Northeast. The former swamp
nestled in the heart of the picturesque Finger Lakes wine region,
is now a productive farm and
has been the home to the July
4th “Muck Fest,” LDRS-28, LDRS31, URRF, and LDRS-34.
URRG at Torrey Farms has been
described by Rockets Magazine as
the Northeast's summer time
rocketry destination.
So whether you’re a BAR, an old
timer, or just interested in seeing
some amazing launches, take
some time and visit us during a
launch. We’re looking forward to
seeing you at our next
event.

URRF6 Committee Members
We all have radios. If you need help, ask. We will make it
happen or get answers for you.
Launch director ……………………
Event RSO Coordinator………….
Head of Registration……………..
LCO Coordinator……………………

Jerry Briggs
Bob Krech
Don & Sherrie Tennies
Dan Sheerer

BFR Coordinator…………………… Mike Dutch
High Power Pad Coordinator….. Mickey Rowe / Larry Weibert
Low-Mid Power Pad Coord…….. Rick Barnes
Hobby Vendor Coordinator…….. Mike Crupe
Shirt vendor Coordinator……….. Mike Crupe
Recovery Coordinator…………… Greg Elling
Web Master………………………….. Steve Spencer
Setup/take down Coordinator… Larry Weibert
Communications Coordinator…. Jason & Morgan Monroe

